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1.  To reduce the incidence and adverse consequences of crime through design of 
products, services, communications and environments that are ‘fit for purpose’ and 
contextually appropriate.
2.  To equip design practitioners with the cognitive and practical tools and resources to 
design out crime.
3.  To address environmental complicity with crime in the built environment and to 
improve well being.
4.  To prove and promote the social and commercial benefits of designing out crime to 
manufacturing and service industries, as well at to local and national government, and 
society at large.
5.  To transfer successful practice to address other social challenges. 

 

1. Introducing Design Against Crime (DAC)’s anti-
crime objects, spatial design and research outputs



User and Abuser Centred Design
Crime is a complex problem - one of the things DACRC does it to 
take the  user-centred design model (IDEO 1991) and extends it to 
research  mis-use and abuse, in order to figure out how best to  
design for ‘the real world’.

abuseuse



Exemplars: Karrysafe (2003)



Exemplars: Karrysafe (2003)



Stop Thief! 

Blue Print Cafe, 2010



‘M’ stand

London, 2007



Design Against ATM Crime

ATM Central Saint Martins Front Gallery, June 2011
Covent Garden Piazza, July 2011
ATMIA conference, Victoria Park Plaza, October 2011



Don’t Tempt Me

Milan, March 2001



Anti Crime Wave: 
Secure Design for Safer Travel

Waterloo and Victoria stations, 2003



Design Against Crime Resources:
In the Bag - www.inthebag.org.uk



Design Against Crime Resources:
Bikeoff - www.bikeoff.org



Crime prevention through rehabilitative 
education
Criminogenic objects (those that make it easy for 
criminals) are addressed by DACRC’s crime prevention 
focus. But inmates and repeat offenders are part of the 
community/crime story too and so DACRC seek to 
address them by delivering  crime prevention through 
rehabilitative education…
This is why DACRC is a member of UK’s National 
Alliance for Arts in Criminal Justice (NAACJ)…



2. Introducing the ‘Makeright’ design 
education for prison industries 
project at HMP Thameside
Makeright - why work with prison industries? 
Working  with inmates from Thameside (2015-16): 

(i) to teach the class how to create and design bags to 
equip them with “making” skills
(ii) to develop a UK Makeright range of bag designs
that protect against theft, with Sue Ryder charity
(iii) to teach transferable “thinking” skills – better
communication, team work, conceptual design skills, 
pragmatic making skills, enterprise skills
(iv) to show restorative justice in action
(v) to create a project for prison industries that can be 
repeated with new inmates every 6 weeks, and which 
gets them to think/ co-create the designs they usually 
machine up…



Project research partners

Funded by the AHRC, this project was supposed to run as a 
partnership between Central Saint Martins (CSM), London & 
HMP Wandsworth and National Institute of Design (NID), 
India & Sabarmati Jail, India - to provide “purposeful learning 
activity” creativity and wellbeing activities unusually located with 
“prison industries” rather than “education.”

HMP Thameside stepped in when HMP Wandsworth dropped 
out and Serco provided a little funding support.



Project research partners
In 2015-16, we have generated bag design prototypes created 
by inmates from each stint of this project that can eventually 
create a label for HMP Thameside called ‘Makeright’ that will 
be sold in Sue Ryder charity shops.



All profits from the  UK ‘Makeright’ project will go back to Sue 
Ryder charity who are working with us as a ‘client’ and if 
possible later to HMP Thameside inmates, who we hope might 
try to create a social enterprise.

Sue Ryder already provide employment opportunities to 
inmates and also provide rags to turn into bags… 

User and Abuser Centred



Step 1
We created and trialled teaching material for workshops 
with  inmates in the UK and India to help inmates 
understand their own design potential. 



Specifically to :
i. Understand crime data (particularly perpetrator techniques) 

and translate it into design for anti-theft bags 
ii. Engage with customer profiling
iii. Turn ideas into paper prototypes 
iv. Co-design and make actual bag prototypes 

Design Journey
Research

User

Idea Generation Development

Prototype

Presentation

User and Abuser Centred



Step 3
We generated new learning approaches 
(‘design thinking’) to engage with inmates and 
produced…



Makeright bag design prototypes - UK

Laptop case Arm locked day bag



Festival bag Decoy messenger bag

Makeright bag design prototypes - UK



Bag packBottle bag

Makeright bag design prototypes - India



Games - educational strategies
We made up games to help inmates figure out what things 
get lost most regularly, what things get stolen, what parts of 
bags can help defend against theft.

For instance, we involved inmates in thinking about about 
what people carry every day, what type of bags people 
use…



‘What Things Get Lost’ game

4000 1234 5678 9010
05/17P. PARKER

10 most common items processed at the Lost Property Office during 

2014/15 financial year to date:

Ranked Position Item Number 

1st Travelcard Wallet 19491 

2nd Mobile Telephone 19453 

3rd Spectacles and Sunglasses 11455 

4th Credit / Debit Card 11157 

5th Wallet 11029 

6th Umbrellas 10097 

7th Bunches of Keys 9560 

8th Rucksack 8067 

9th Purse 6841 

10th Jacket (Waist Length 6428 

Another game we developed was: what are the top 10 things 
found on public transport by TFL?



‘Card’ games to understand bag components 



We have been working with Stretch Digital 
too to teach inmates communication skills…



We drew on many participatory and theatre design 
activities to develop inmate creative learning and to help 
create humanizing prison experiences to penetrate 
alienation e.g. 
“some prisoners develop an unrevealing and impenetrable 
prison mask and simultaneously risk alienation from 
themselves and others”  Travis & Waul 2013.

Makeright course



5 days intensive design teaching and extra 5 weeks of 
prototyping and making.

Makeright course



By the end of the first week 10 inmates had created a 
persona and ideation for a bag they thought this 
person could carry and would protect against crime.

End of Week 1



By the end of the first UK Makeright project…
By the end of the final week (December 2015), 12 
inmates had learned to sew (some for the first time) 
and create anti-theft bag designs, as well as 
understand some market objectives…



More Progress from India (June 2016)

Students from National Institute of Design 
(NID), Ahmedabad (led by Praveen Nahar) are 
currently repeating our process and taking a 
‘systems-design’ approach to figure out how to 
work further with Sabarmati Jail.



Current progress

6 iterations at HMP Thameside with with over 80 
inmate learners.

1 iteration at Sabarmati jail with 25 inmate learners 
(facilitated by NID).



3. Why introducing designers as 
makers and volunteers in prison 
industries offers a different approach



Introducing Designers into Prison
• Pras Gunasekera graduated 

with an MA in Industrial 
Design from Central Saint 
Martins in 2012

• He is an academic support 
tutor on BA Product Design 
and BA Ceramic Design

• He has co-founded a more 
than profit enterprise in 
design and mental health. 



Setting up the Makeright Studio

x 6 course 

iterations 

‘rags’ sold to rag merchants

bags are sold on Sue Ryder online store 

with profits going back into prison and to 

Sue Ryder Care

Outcomes:

- Money raised for Sue Ryder Care

- Skills for inmate learners

- Skills for university learners.

Makeright System Model 

selected 

concepts 

HMP Kilmarnock

produce concepts

Sabarmati Jail 

weaves material

Abel & Cole lorry ‘tarp’ material 

donated for use in production

HMP 

Wandsworth
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Setting up the Makeright Studio
The double diamond

design process

Design Council (2005)



Setting up the Makeright Studio
3-4 weeks prior 
to course start

Recruitment:
- Employees from the 
Textiles studio can apply 
via the labor board
- Inmate learners from 
across Thameside can 
apply via flyers or through 
the CMS intranet system 
where adverts are posted
- Potential candidates with 
over 8 weeks remaining 
on their sentence are 
security checked before 
being enrolled/scheduled 
to start the course. 

Stitch skills:
- A basic stitch skill course  
(inserting zips, various 
seams and constructing a 
basic bag) is taught for 1 
week prior to the 
Makeright course starting 
- Inmate learners build a 
‘sample’ portfolio for use 
at the later making stage.

Accreditation:
- An NCFE Creative Craft 
level 1 course has been 
embedded into Makeright 
via Novus
- Inmate learners build up 
a portfolio of design work 
(both 2D and 3D) over the 
7 week course which is 
externally verified before 
awarding a certificate of 
completion. 

Makeright Design Course:
- Inmate learners are taken 
through the design process 
over weeks 1-6 to design 
and make a bag with an 
anti-theft element
- Inmate learners develop a 
persona/end user to design 
for, identify an opportunity 
where theft may occur and 
develop a design brief to 
generate bag concepts 
which are made up to fabric 
toile. 

Week 0 Weeks 1-6 Post course 
completion
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Setting up the Makeright Studio
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By the end of the course you will have co-
designed and made a bag that can help keep 
a person and their possessions safe and 
sound.

We will explore market interest for the bag 
you design.

All profits from the products we co-create 
at HMP Thameside, via the Makeright label 
and Design Academy will be put back into 
developing a prison social enterprise and 
helping people with complex needs and life 
threatening illnesses in the UK.

Before enrolling on the course you will have 
to work an initial period within the textiles 
workshop to develop technical skills. 

Rules of Engagement  with Makeright: Spirit 
of the agreement between inmates at HMP 
Thameside Textiles Studio and the University of 
the Arts London:

In order to attend the Makeright course and to 
co-design  bags with UAL and HMP Thameside 
textiles staff, all inmates  involved in creating bags 
and IPR for the Makeright  project will agree to 
do so for charitable purposes (e.g. if the bags are 
able to be resold all profits will go to a Charity, in 
this instance Sue Ryder). Inmates will also have 
a “free license” for their own use regarding the 
designs they generate. That means when leaving 
prison, should an opportunity arise, for inmates 
to exploit the bag design they have specifically 
worked on, then they will be able to do so in 
any way they see fit, excluding using the name 
Makeright.

All other rules of engagement are on the walls in 
the Textiles Studio.

@
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M
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Introducing volunteers



Working with volunteers



What have we learned?

• Accessibility of the course: open to all inmates. Course 
advertised on CMS, through Textiles and by flyering wings

• Shared IPR - who owns the rights of bag designs? 
• One to one support for inmate learners = design 

volunteer programme
• Design volunteers need training = facilitation and 

reflection technique programme   



What have we learned?
• Retention: inmates are placed on hold from transfers for 

the course duration
• The course is classified as ‘work’ within the Industries unit - 

embedding education within it
• Course length: 6 wks teaching seems optimal (previously 

was 8 wks)
• Robust curriculum design: constantly evolving via feedback
• Developing stitch skills of inmate learners = introducing 

week “0”. 



4. Conclusion: Why design 
delivers rehabilitative education



What Makeright delivers
In addition to making skills, inmates experience:

i. new ways of learning
ii. develop cooperation and communication skills through working in groups
iii. positively respond to criticism by learning to iterate ideas more than once 

rather giving up or initiating a fight/conflict
iv. by designing for others inmates also learn the value of empathic 

understandings, that lead not just to better products but also better 
engagement with wider society

v. may also learn increased self-control and better problem-solving skills 
linked to being able to express their ideas through visualisation.



All these skills are what is 
needed to help reduce 
reoffending and are 
delivered by thinking through 
doing (e.g. designing), which 
also brings in an 
entrepreneurial focus.

What Makeright delivers



The project has received excellent feedback from both inmates 
and management at HMP Thameside & Sabarmati Jail who 
want us to repeat it and include more inmates in the programme. 

Also, HMP Wandsworth have expressed interest in it. 

Feedback



We also hope Makeright will deliver
• More community focused work opportunities – beyond 

Sue Ryder RTOL scheme linked to improvement of personal 
and professional skills

• A range of bags that can be sold for charity – to show 
inmates paying something back to society

• Designs that protect others from crime whilst also raising 
money for charity.



Next steps 1 (before Spring 2017)
 

• To launch the Makeright anti theft bags range - at HMP 
Thameside with Sue Ryder - to families, to staff, communities 
of interest and the press 

• To develop with Sue Ryder an on-line sales site and videos 
for the project



Next steps 2 
•To evaluate the project. So far on the funds we have we 

have taken “before” and  “after” interviews.  We have also 
trialled the EQ questionnaire created by Simon Baron Cohen 
at Cambridge University to see if the project increases 
empathy.  Developing “active listening” skills in inmates and 
volunteers has been important to the project, and we want 
to know if anything changes because of Makeright. 

• We also plan to (1) work with HMP Thameside to compile 
statistics about what happens to inmates who do Makeright 
in future and to do that properly (2) apply for further 
research funds to share teaching materials with other 
prisons and commission an independent evaluation of the 
project.



Next steps 3 
We are aware that inmate re-entry planning is at the heart 
of “desistance” so we wish to trial ‘Fab Lab’ places where 
inmates, who are lost after prison, can learn new skills and 
get support for self employment, CVs, and other “making” 
issues that might just keep them out of crime.  



Thank you.

Pras Gunasekera

E: l.gamman@csm.arts.ac.uk Lorraine Gamman 

E: Pras.Gunasekera@serco.com 

mailto:l.gamman@csm.arts.ac.uk



